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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction to Taekwondo 

 

Taekwondo is a global Olympic Sport and dynamic Martial Art originating in Korea that is practised by 

over 70 million people across the world. 

Taekwondo has featured in the last 5 Olympic Games as a full Medal Sport having been first 

introduced as a demonstration event at the 1988 Seoul Games. 

Taekwondo literally translates from Korean as “The way of the Hand and Foot”. 

 

Competitors wear either Red Colour (Hong) or Blue Colour (Chung) electronic protective equipment 

that “scores” points when kicked and punched correctly. 

 

The World Taekwondo Federation (trading as “World Taekwondo”) is the IOC globally recognised 

governing body. 

 

1.2 Taekwondo in Great Britain 

 

GB Taekwondo is the High-Performance arm responsible for the delivery of World Class Athlete 

Performance programmes in partnership with UK Sport and Sport England. 

 

GB Taekwondo is also responsible for delivering a major events program supporting high 

performance ambitions. 

 

British athletes are highly successful on the international Taekwondo stage. 

Great Britain achieved three medals at the Rio Olympic Games, with Jade Jones achieving her second 

Olympic Gold, Lutalo Mohammed gaining silver and current double world champion Bianca Walkden 

attaining bronze. 

 

The Great Britain squad and National Academy is based in and around East Manchester and consists 

of approximately 30 full time athletes complimented by Junior and Cadet development teams. 

Some of this squad are World, continental and major event medallists with high public profiles. 

 
It is very important that the UK hosts regular and credible international events to support our 

high-performance plan.  

 

Through hosting major events on home soil, we give our elite athletes significant benefits such as wild 

card entry into world level events that are otherwise inaccessible, the potential to attain additional 

world ranking points that impact on Olympic selection and seeding, plus, well documented home soil 

advantages in terms of minimising team travel, inspirational local support and venue design benefits. 

 

These events also provide significant international relations opportunities for NGB personnel.  

 

British Taekwondo is the National Governing Body for the Martial Art and Sport of Taekwondo in the 

UK, responsible for membership, promotion, insurance and grass roots development.  

 

GB Taekwondo and British Taekwondo collaborate regularly across a range of projects.  
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1.3 Taekwondo Events Background 

 

Great Britain has an unrivalled reputation for hosting quality Taekwondo events with strong sports 

presentation, including drape lines, star-cloth backdrops, light and sound production, in venue 

presentation, broadcast and online audience offers.  

These developed organically through hosting regular British International Opens from 2008 to 2011 

and a very successful European Championships in 2012. 

 

These were all reasons which contributed towards World Taekwondo (WT) forging a partnership with 

GB Taekwondo to stage the inaugural World Taekwondo Grand Prix in Manchester in December 2013.  

This highly successful event established the ground breaking commercial exposure model and 

international TV platform that WT had hoped for, and, set the stage for a regular annual series of GP 

events around the world.   

As a direct result, Great Britain has since played an event series anchor role, hosting three further 

editions of this event, in October 2014 and October 2015 in Manchester and most recently in October 

2017, on the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in London. 

 

Coming out of Rio 2016, our credibility and experience as a host placed us in a very strong position 

when bidding for events in this Tokyo Olympic Cycle.  

Built on this foundation, Great Britain has now secured the rights to host another edition of the Grand 

Prix event this year followed by the pinnacle World Taekwondo Championships next year. 

 

The Grand Prix event will take place between the 19th – 21st October 2018. 

 

The World Championships event will take place between the 15th – 19th May 2019. 

 

Both events provide a unique opportunity to influence the growth and profile of the sport in Great 

Britain and are a fantastic opportunity to demonstrate to live & highlights show TV audiences, viewers 

across the world via online platforms and spectators within the event venue, the unique combination 

of speed, strength, agility, endurance and mental toughness that this full contact Olympic and 

Paralympic sport has in abundance.  

 

The Grand Prix event has a well-understood format, that is designed to be replicated in other venues 

across the world, based on the standard FOP layout model, kit and production requirements. 

 

The World Championship however, whilst having a few base line broadcast requirements laid down by 

World Taekwondo, is an opportunity for broadcast partners to present and showcase innovative 

proposals that match our vision and mission, and that meet the objectives of the stakeholders as 

described further in this tender. 

1.4 Event Stakeholders 

 

 The key funding and supporting stakeholders for these events are: 

❖ UK Sport (UKS) 

❖ Manchester City Council (MCC)  

❖ GB Taekwondo (GBT) 

❖ British Taekwondo (BT) 

❖ World Taekwondo (WT)* 

 

*It is worth noting that these events are the intellectual property of World Taekwondo 
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2. TENDER REQUIREMENTS 

 

2.1 Vision, Mission & Objectives 

 

Modelled around the larger World Championship, our vision and mission for both flagship events has 

a number of clear themes, that prospective broadcast partners must consider and factor into 

everything they submit during tender stage. 

 

Our Vision:   “Deliver an exceptional World Championship experience for all” 

 

Our Mission: “Work collectively to deliver a World Taekwondo Championships which inspires,     

  innovates, educates, entertains, engages and is commercially sustainable” 

 

The statements above and the strategy work undertaken since, generated a core number of 

objectives, with the following elements specific to this tender. 

 

• Targeted broadcast exposure for the event, sponsors and athletes 

- Secure terrestrial broadcaster 

- Create online offer for where audiences most reside 

- Advance promote all broadcast activity 

 

• Make Taekwondo accessible and understandable for new audiences 

- Using innovative broadcast techniques and technology 

- Targeting younger (adolescent to young adult) audiences using relevant presentation styles 

 

• Efficient and coordinated scheduling  

- Maintaining energy  

- Filling gaps in the program with content relevant to target audience 

 

• A coordinated viewer journey from start to finish  

- ensuring brilliant basics in coverage 

- creating magic moments 

 

 Stakeholders are seeking to appoint a Broadcast company with a proven track record of 

designing, delivering and distributing successful event broadcast across a variety of TV, online 

and in venue platforms. 

 

Stakeholders also want to ensure a level of continuity and experience for all delivery partners working 

at the second, larger World Championship event. 

 

Therefore, this tender and the subsequent single contract will be awarded for both events. 

 

Stakeholders do reserve the right however, to conduct a review of the broadcast partner performance 

following the 2018 Grand Prix and terminate any contract on a no-fault basis by either party. 
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2.2 Budget 

 

The principle of this tender and subsequent contracts is to appoint the same broadcast partner to 

deliver both events in this document, subject to a review after the 2018 Grand Prix event detailed 

further in this document. 

 

However, we appreciate that we are working across different time frames, venues, operating 

requirements and accounting periods as well as with separate event budgets. 

 

Therefore, we ask candidates to show all costs as two separate quotations, with any terms and 

conditions associated to each event. 

 

If there is a discount or saving available for the awarding of both events, please detail this separately.  

 

To assist companies in this competitive tender process, we can give an indicative budget range for all 

broadcast, online & technical support work in total, including all associated attendance costs (e.g.: 

crew accommodation) - as follows: 

 

World Taekwondo Grand Prix 2018 approx. range                 £ 35’000 - £ 45’000 
 

World Taekwondo Championships 2019 approx. range            £ 100’000 - £ 120’000 
 

The above is a guide for your quotation and our expectation. 

However, as this is part of a mixed and balance budget that forecasts commercial revenue from 

sources such as ticket sales and sponsorship, we are looking for innovative ideas that provide best 

value. 

Once a broadcast partner is appointed, the event management and successful company will work to 

refine the specification required further, to fit within expected budgets.  

 

 

2.3 Presentation 

 

As detailed in the Mission and vision objectives above, stakeholders are placing a very strong 

emphasis on audience education and engagement. 

 

Whilst this tender document is quite specific in terms of a base line production requirement (for 

numbers of cameras and positions laid down by World Taekwondo and our technical support 

requirements etc), stakeholders are very interested to hear: 

 

a) How broadcast partners would use these suggested assets in new and creative ways? 

 

b) Alternative presentation ideas that may be more innovative, cost effective & impactful? 
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3. WORLD TAEKWONDO GRAND PRIX 2018 

 

3.1 Supporting Background Information 

 

World Taekwondo have a rolling 4-year events program, generally consisting of: 

 

• Olympic competition every 4 years 

• World Championships every 2 years 

• Continental Championships every 2 years 

• 3 Grand Prix events per year (featuring the top 32 athletes in each weight category) 

• 1 Grand Prix final per year (featuring the top 8 in each weight category) 

• A new Grand Slam end of year series based solely out of China with significant prize money. 

• Various Open Championship events (that are locally organised but sanctioned by WT) 

 

Most successful mainstream international sports have an established event series featuring only the 

best global athletes competing in flagship locations on a regular basis.  

 

Examples:  ATP Tour (Tennis) 

  Formula 1 (Motor Racing) 

  PGA Tour (Golf) 

  Judo Grand Prix 

  Track Cycling World Cup 

 

World Taekwondo’s initial strategic global intention was to build a showcase event series that was very 

attractive to international broadcasters, with the aim of generating significant exposure to attract global 

and domestic commercial sponsors to the sport over the short to medium term.  

From this, WT, in partnership with GB Taekwondo, developed the GP series brand, to replicate the 

successes of other similar sports’ models. 

 

This model has been successful and the ambition is to refine broadcast & online presentation values 

further to continually raise the bar, striving to achieve the objectives set out in the vision & mission, and 

keep Great Britain’s position as the flagship event. 

 

3.2 Core Event Format 

 

Competing Athletes:   

 

Top 31 athletes in each Olympic weight category based on current World Ranking positions. 

The host nation can also enter one additional athlete in each category (meaning that Great Britain  

could enter an additional 8 athletes into this event, giving the home crowds plenty of opportunity to  

show their support) 

  

This means that only the best athletes in the world will be competing with a maximum possible 

number of 256 across 3 days of competition.  
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Categories:   There are 4 Male Weight Categories and 4 Female Weight Categories 

 

    Male - 58 kg   Female  - 47 kg 

    Male - 68 kg   Female  - 57 kg 

    Male  - 80 kg   Female  - 67 kg 

    Male    + 80 kg   Female             + 67 kg 

 

3.3 Competition Schedule    

(Appendix 1 – Draft Top Line Production Schedule 2018) 

 

This event will take place from 19 to 21 October 2018 and will be staged at the Regional Arena, 

Etihad Campus, Manchester M11 3FF 

 

 The competition schedule is yet to be 100% confirmed but will broadly be as follows; 

 

Day 1 (19th October 2018) 

Preliminary matches session on 3 competition courts    9:30am -  1:00pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   2:30pm -  5:30pm 

Evening show of 6 semi-finals & 3 Finals on 1 court   6:15pm – 10:00pm 

 

Day 2  

Preliminary matches session on 3 competition courts    9:30am -  1:00pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   2:30pm -  5:30pm 

Evening show of 6 semi-finals & 3 Finals on 1 court   6:15pm – 10:00pm 

 

Day 3 

Preliminary and quarter final session on 3 courts                 9:30am -  12:00pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   1:30pm -  4:00pm 

Evening show of 4 semi-finals & 2 Finals on 1 court   5:15pm –  8:00pm 

 

Build Schedule: 

Monday 15th October       Seating installation 

Tuesday 16th October  Main Production installation (including start of Broadcast installation)   

Wednesday 17th October       Installation continued until completion    

Thursday 17th October   Testing and rehearsals 

19th – 21st October  Live event 

Sunday 21st Oct (from 8pm) Partial strip down 

Monday 22nd October  Strip down and load out  

 

 

3.4 Top Line Broadcast Requirements  

 

In line with the Vision & Mission of the event - the core broadcast ambition for this event is to both 

educate and entertain the TV and online audiences, with a priority of delivering an integrated and 

polished presentation for the live TV broadcast show each evening. 

  

This event has been designed to have two very different operational phases. 
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Phase 1 

During the daytime periods of the Grand Prix, all preliminary and quarter final rounds will take place 

across all three competition areas, in constant use throughout the day as athletes go through the 

knockout phases. There will be no TV broadcasting during these rounds, however, all matches on all 

courts need to be live streamed. 

The main house lights will be on and used throughout these sessions. 

 

A cost effective live streaming package, including on screen scoring with a live results services 

will be required. 

Stakeholders wish to provide “brilliant basics” in this area on an easy to follow platform. 

 

 

Phase 2 

The daily evening show for the Grand Prix event will only use the main central court and will require a 

live broadcast facility for a domestic terrestrial partner, and a Satellite service to broadcast to a 

European Satellite for onward distribution around the World by the International Federation to its 

rights holders. 

 

This show will feature a “dark” venue production with full use of truss mounted light and sound assets, 

creating focal points of athlete entrances, walk in’s, match introductions with ongoing atmosphere 

enhancements that host broadcasters will be expected to capture. 

 

Tendering companies are asked to set out top line ideas for how they would utilize their 

broadcast and online assets and enhance the output of this live show. 

3.5 Production & Sports Presentation (PSP) 

 

The appointed broadcast partner will be expected to work closely with the appointed Production & 

Sports Presentation partner, working collaboratively to develop the evening show, creating content 

and agreeing a second by second scripted presentation plan. 

 

The PSP company will install and operate: 

 

❖ Floor to ceiling drapes to enclose the field of play (creating a “black box” cauldron effect) 

❖ Star cloth backdrops and entrance lighting 

❖ Overhead box trusses supporting lighting & sound equipment 

❖ Jumbo screens and projectors (that you will be required to feed with separate content) * 

❖ Multiple plasma screens around the venue at ground level* 

 (that you will be required to feed with content) 

 

 *  The PSP company will install and cable the above back to your Broadcast position 

 

The PSP company will also develop, provide and deliver: 

 

❖ A music & lighting plan for the event 

❖ A venue compare / master of ceremonies / host 

❖ A full sports presentation plan 

 

The appointed broadcast partner will be required to engage in the design of this presentation 

plan. 
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4. OUTLINE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BROADCAST OF THE 2018 

WORLD TAEKWONDO GRAND PRIX 

 

The key objectives for a broadcast partner are to offer the following core services:  

 
➢ Live broadcast of finals shows on Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings to a 

terrestrial network (BBC Red Button or similar domestic platform) 
 

➢ Live international broadcast of the finals shows via Satellite service  

 

➢ Filming and post production of all news feeds & highlight packages 

 

➢ Venue presentation integration 

 

➢ In-venue content distribution 

 

➢ Live streaming services 

 

➢ LOC & public internet facility  

 

 

4.1 Live broadcast of finals show on Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings 

  

Working with you and our sports presentation partners, the aim is to create a nightly showcase event 

that educates and entertains audiences and that appeals to live broadcast outlets both domestically 

and internationally. 

 

This show format will be based around the semi-final and finals matches each evening and will be 

broadcast at the following times: 

 

Friday 19th October 7pm – 10pm 

Saturday 20th October 7pm – 10pm 

Sunday 21st October 6pm – 8pm 

 

Each show will feature a 7-minute opening sequence containing opening credits, city profile, comms 

team and athlete intro’s and a how to score VT before going into the first match. 

(World Taekwondo will provide the opening credits piece and a replay wipe but broadcast 

partner will be required to create all other content) 

 

We are currently in discussions with the BBC and other domestic broadcasters to screen the Grand Prix 

evening events. The appointed broadcaster is expected to work closely with domestic broadcaster 

personnel to ensure they received the highest quality service and secure feed(s) either via satellite or 

other agreed supply route. 

 

Tendering companies must confirm that sufficient supporting technical equipment and staff are 

included within the overall quote to ensure a top-quality service. 
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This equipment list is not exhaustive but should include all: 

 

❖ Production desks for live TV and instant action replay** 

❖ Editing Machines for highlights packages 

❖ Mixing desks and cabling to connect to competition software 

❖ Mixing desks to manage content feeds from results and live screens 

❖ Producer(s) to generate and distribute content as specified below. 

 

4.1.1      Camera provision & positions                                                    

 (Appendix 2 – Slide 3) 

 

World Taekwondo are the intellectual property and international rights holder of this event. 

They liaise with local hosts via their broadcast department and through the implementation of various 

technical manuals. The appointed broadcast partner will be expected to work closely with World 

Taekwondo and the LOC to deliver a service acceptable to both stakeholders. 

 

To capture the visual content of Grand Prix events, World Taekwondo have laid down a minimum 

camera requirement, and any quote must include the following provisions as standard: 

(Broadcast partners are welcome to enhance this core provision if felt necessary) 

 

❖ 1 tower mounted “Main Central” TV camera (hard type), cabling and connections. 

❖ 1 truss* mounted “Beauty Shot” TV camera, cabling and connections. 

❖ 1 fixed position tripod Super Slow Mo TV camera (hard type - minimum speed x3), cabling and 

connections 

❖ 1 fixed position tripod TV camera (hard type), cabling and connections 

❖ 2 handheld TV camera units (cabled) with supporting temporary tripod (when needed) 

❖ 1 truss* mounted overhead TV camera (controllable with zoom and rotate facility)  

(or a Jimmy Jib rig if more appropriate / cost effective) 

 

*Broadcast partners are expected to work with the production partner to attach any camera’s   

 to pre-planned drape and lighting rig trusses. Broadcast partners are not expected to install   

 additional truss. 

 

In addition to the above, broadcast partners are required to provide the following: 

 

❖ 2 additional (static) overhead cameras (mounted on lighting truss), cabling & connections back 

to a performance analyst position, located within the squash courts area. 

❖ 1 handheld TV camera unit (for pre-event content and interviews)  

 

❖ Within our World Taekwondo obligations, broadcast partners are required to provide a  

        programme out / dirty feed to the IVR (instant video replay) service located on the main court    

        control table. 

 

❖ To encourage attendance and support for international media, World Taekwondo require the 

Host Broadcaster to submit a “Broadcast Service Rate Card” for commentary position, ISDN, 

camera platforms etc. 

The appointed broadcast partner will be expected to do this approx. 2 months before the event 

and supply this information to World Taekwondo for distribution. 
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❖ World Taekwondo mandate that after each televised match, video (FILE) in HD (PAL or NTSC 

with format TBD) of both the clean and dirty feeds (feed with graphics) must be given to them. 

The master files should be recorded onto 2 new SSD hard disks, with the same audio 

configuration as the live feed. 

These should be compressed with ProRes 422 and recorded as .MOV files. 

The appointed broadcast partner will be required to provide this service within you quote. 

 

 

4.1.2         Audio 

 

World Taekwondo mandate the following configuration on the live feed for Master Recordings: 

 

❖ 4 Embedded Channels (-20 dBfs) 

Channel 1 – International Sound Stereo Left 

Channel 2 – International Sound Stereo Right 

Channel 3 – International Sound Mono 

Channel 4 – English Commentary Mix Mono 

 

Tendering Companies should ensure their submissions follow and include this protocol. 

 

 

4.1.3         Commentary 

 

World Taekwondo will appoint and provide a lead English Commentator for the evening TV shows. 

The BBC have also in the past appointed a co-commentator / pundit. 

Broadcast partners are required to provide commentary positions and all technical equipment needed 

for these roles including screens, headsets, lip microphones and talkback facilities. 

 

 

4.1.4         Graphics 

 

The successful broadcast partner may be required to generate the on-screen graphics for these TV show 

matches based on World Taekwondo imagery guidelines. 

This service would also need to incorporate the live match time, score and penalty data, sourced via a 

software bridge with the competition management system that broadcast partners will need to design 

and test. 

 

Note:  World Taekwondo are developing their own TVG (TV Graphics) service and this may be available 

for this event. Therefore, bidding broadcast partners are asked to show the cost of providing this 

service separately within this quote in case it is not needed. 

 

Note: The software bridge with the scoring system will still be needed regardless, for the live streaming 

service detailed further in this tender. 

                                                

4.2 Live broadcast via Satellite 

 

As part of our international host agreements, the event is committed to supply live images and 

commentary of the daily evening shows via satellite to countries and overseas broadcast outlets.  

World Taekwondo will book and facilitate access to a Eutelsat Satellite. 
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The broadcast provider is required to provide a quotation, as part of this tender, for an SNG service 

based upon transmission of the 3 days of evening shows, totalling approximately 8 hours, plus any 

required signal acquisition and test time. 

 

The basic Parameters / requirements are: 

KU Band, DVBS-2 8PSK, HD1080i, MPEG 4 4:2:0, 1 + 1 full redundancy 

 

Bidding companies should include all costs associated with providing this service within their quotation 

 

Note:    

If no international outlets wish to take a feed from the OBU, this service may not be required. (This is 

highly unlikely as over 80 countries took the feed in previous events) 

-     Please specify a cut-off date when no penalty charges will be incurred if it is not required.   

-    Also, please list what the penalty cost schedule would be in all cases. 

 

If additional international broadcast rights are secured, there may be a requirement to satellite 

broadcast other sessions of the event, please specify any additional hourly rate for this option. 
 

4.3   Filming and post production of news feeds & highlights packages. 

 

The appointed company is required to film, edit and produce: 

- a fully complete daily news feed (approx. 3 – 4 minutes) per each competition day 

- an overall event highlight feed of 26 minutes based around (but not exclusively) the semi-

finals, finals, and medal awarding ceremony, at the end of the competition.  

 

Both must be “broadcast ready” and in the correct format for television. 

Both following the editing guidelines below. 

 

Daily News Feed 

- PGM dirty feed (feed with graphics). 

- Follow the flow of the competition of the day (e.g. Semi-final 1, Semi-final 2, ….., Final 1, Final 2, …..,    

   Awarding 1, ….., Awarding 4 

- Include opening and closing credits (Start with the moment having “Match ID” and finish with  

   “Result” 

- About 30 seconds per each Semi-final, about 1 minute per Final, 10 to 15 seconds per awarding. 

- Zoom ins and/or slow motion/super slow motion replays on critical points  

- Round up’s and clips of earlier key matches.  

- Data and scene setting introductions to featured matches  

- Crowd and atmosphere sampling (using event compare if needed)  

- Log sheet -recording key moments of the news feed 

- News Log Sheet 

- Medal winner interviews (Gold medallists first) to be edited a+++s a separate file. 

The news feed should be produced within 30 minutes of the end of the last match awarding 

ceremony each day., and should be uploaded to www.wetransfer.com 

(ID and Password will be provided by World Taekwondo) 

 

(Example of Daily News Feed) 

http://www.wetransfer.com/
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Highlights 

 

Event Highlights should be a mixture of news feed and medal ceremony highlights and use more from 

replay and slow-mo footage, compared with the news feed.  

 

The content for each show should include as standard: 

 

- PGM dirty feed (feed with graphics) and slow-mo for the important shots and critical moments 

- Following the flow of competition: Semi-final 1, …., Final 1, …., Awarding 1… 

- Approximately one (1) minute for each Final and 30 seconds for each semi-final 

- Include opening and closing credits (Start with the moment having “Match ID” and finish with 

“Result” 

- About 30 seconds per Semi-final, about one (1) minute per Final, 10 to 15 seconds per awarding 

- Expert commentary and pundit contributions  

- Round up’s and clips of earlier key matches.  

- Data and scene setting introductions to featured matches  

- Medal awarding ceremony  

- Crowd and atmosphere sampling (using event compare if needed) 

- Athletes Interviews 

 

The event highlights should be produced within 1 hour of the end of the last match awarding 

ceremony of the last day, and be shared with the LOC and World Taekwondo in a digital format 

and / or uploaded onto a ftp site. 
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There may also be a requirement to produce up to two x 48-minute highlight shows of the full event, 

should the LOC secure a domestic commercial network. 

(These packages could be created to allow commercial broadcasters to put out one-hour shows 

including any adverts and must be provided within 1 week of the event). 

Whilst this service may not be required, tendering companies should factor this requirement into any 

quote and this could be deducted once confirmed / declined. 

 

Your tender must include all costs associated with the production and delivery of the above, including 

staff, hardware, software, any tape stock and delivery methods. (EG: FTP) 

 

We are also interested in hearing proposals of further ways in which you can enhance any 

highlights packages.  (Please give examples of similar work you have done in this area.) 

 

 

4.4 Venue presentation integration 

 

The Sports Presentation within the venue is designed to give spectators and participants a memorable 

and informative experience by creating atmosphere, excitement and urgency at key times.  

 

The appointed sports presentation provider will create a fully scripted presentation plan that will detail, 

second by second, what is taking place inside the venue. 

 

It is a stakeholder ambition to fully integrate the host broadcaster and sports presentation teams 

to achieve the following outcomes: 

 

• Live to camera set pieces by a presenter (shown to the viewers on TV and via screens within 

the venue - A clean & direct audio feed must be used) 

• Scripted queues where venue presenter is mute and broadcast commentary team deliver 

content. (To avoid excessive and distracting background noise) 

• Live VOG (voice of god) pieces by a presenter (heard by viewers on TV and via speakers 

within the venue - A clean & direct audio feed must be used) 

• Scripted sections where a presenter delivers, to camera, updates, athlete features and 

interviews (shown to the viewers on TV and via screens within the venue). A clean & direct 

audio feed must be used. 

• Scripted sections where live TV audiences are shown pre-recorded VT content at the same 

time as in venue audiences are watching them on screens. 

(Music & video copyright issues must be researched and agreed before any VT goes out) 

• Clear “junction” demarcation lines for in venue presenters and broadcast commentary team 

content – so everyone knows their cue. (So that voice over voice feedback is avoided). 

• Clear scripted junction points where in venue presentation and broadcast diverge (maybe 

when loud music is played or in venue content is taking place at which point the TV 

broadcast shows beauty shot imagery with low ambient sound whilst broadcast commentary 

introductions take place for example). 

 

It is a stakeholder ambition to create a daily show where there is no “dead” time or disjointed 

presentation in between matches (where little is happening inside the venue or visible on TV screens). 

 

Bidding broadcast partners are asked to demonstrate how they would achieve the above and give 

examples of previous successful events. 
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4.5 In-Venue content distribution 

 

The appointed Broadcast provider will have the responsibility to mix and distribute live imagery and 

sound, match data and live scores throughout the venue, via jumbo or LED screens and TV’s located in 

key functional areas across the entire 3 days of the event. (Not just the evening shows) 

 

To achieve this, bidding partners must ensure any quote includes all distribution equipment and 

sufficient staff to provide the services detailed in this section below. 

You will also be required to design and deliver a software bridge between the competition  

management system and your graphics software to extract the relevant information about live scoring, 

live results and live competition draw positions, and present this information in a concise form within 

the TV graphics packages. 

 

You will also be required to distribute visual outputs coming directly from the competition management 

software such as upcoming matches, athlete statistics and other useful audience and participant 

information from time to time as described in further detail below. 

 

4.5.1        Presentation hardware (supplied by the Production company) 

 

The production and presentation company will supply, install and cable a number of projection 

screens and/or LED boards within the main arena. 

Broadcast partners will be required to feed and manage these screens with content via mixing desks. 

(Desks to be supplied by broadcast partner) 

 

Proposed screens in venue: 

 

Large projection screen                                                        (Appendix 2 – Slide 2) 

- 5-metre-wide x 3 metre high  

- mounted on the main presentation drape line. 

- fed by 15000 Lumens projectors     

 

 LED board(s)                                                                         (Appendix 2 – Slide 2) 

- 3.5-metre-wide x 2 metre high  

- mounted above main court 

- double sided (back to back)     

 

Both screens / boards need to show a mixture of live action, IVR video replays**, pre-packaged videos, 

sponsor images, match updates and upcoming match data. 

 

All are designed to keep the audience informed of activity and entertained 

 

At certain times, both boards may be required to show the same content so a cabling and switching 

mechanism must be agreed between the production and broadcast providers. 

 

The broadcast partner will be required to manage and distribute these events in a live environment 

and should supply sufficient mixing and distribution desks, and staff for these services. 

 

** Taekwondo has developed a video appeals procedure like that of “Hawkeye” in Tennis where coaches can 

request a review of a point scored or ask for points to be added. This process has added excitement to the sport 

and the intention is to show the footage to audiences in the venue (and TV if broadcasting). 
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4.5.2         Information screens  

                              (Appendix 2 – Slide 4) 

 

There is an additional competition requirement to provide information to screens in different 

functional areas around the venue. 

 

The event will supply these screens – which are VGA or HDMI connectable Samsung TV’s. 

 

. The broadcast provider will be required to manage the distribution of the following visual outputs via 

15 “information” screens spread across different locations in the wider venue. The broadcast partner is 

also expected to install and cable these screens back to the broadcast provider control area. 

     

- 40-inch screens 

- all mounted-on table stands 

- spread, in 6 groups of 2 or 3 across the wider venue 

 

There are 3 outputs / content – as follows: 

 

❖ Screen 1  - Upcoming matches 

  (feed coming directly from central competition laptop) 

❖ Screen 2  - Results and match updates 

  (data coming to you from competition system but inserted 

  into your graphics and presented and rotated by you) 

❖ Screen 3  - Live content with embedded live scoring  

  (same output on live broadcast and/or Jumbo screen 1) 

 

 

The screens should be operation from 8:30am on each competition day and be displaying information 

in live / real time. 

These screens should be checked regularly by the host broadcaster to ensure there are no technical 

faults or outages. 

 

Note: During the daytime, no live TV broadcast sessions, Screen 3 should always show the live imagery 

from the central show court via the camera providing the web streaming as a default.  At all other times, 

it should show the output to TV audiences. 

 

Group 1 – Media Room – (up to 100 metres away from distribution) 

 Group 2 – VIP – located in a Squash Court within the venue complex (up to 150m away) 

Group 3 - Athlete area – located in the main hall (directly behind drape and production) 

Group 4 – Public area – located in the main hall (behind drape - up to 20 metres away) 

                         Group 5 – Media – located on the Media tribunes (Decked area up to 10 metres away) 

                         Group 6 – VIP  – located on the VIP tribunes (Decked area up to 10 metres away) 

 

 

In summary, a broadcast partner in cooperation with the competition management system 

provider is required to design and deliver a visual output that allows viewers, the media and 

venue audiences to follow the competition and athletes’ progression through early stages to 

finals in a simple and well-presented way. 
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4.5.3      Cable distribution 

(Appendix 2 – Slide 5) 

 

In previous events, it has proved practical and cost effective for our broadcast partner to supply and 

install a small number of IT cables from the on-venue results (OVR) service located on the main event 

tribune, out onto each competition area on the main competition floor, as laid out in Appendix 2 

attached. 

Within this tender, tendering companies should include this service. 

 

  

4.5.4      Earpieces 

 

For the evening show’s (and possibly other VIP presentations within the venue), we require approx. 50 

earpieces that give access to the live commentary mentioned above. 

 

We are also considering exploring the option of hiring / selling earpieces to the public for a fee and 

would be interested in the feasibility and cost of providing this service. 

 

Tendering companies are asked to detail the cost of these services as a separate item within their 

quote. 

 

 

A full quotation for all the above services including breakdown is requested. 
 
Tender notes 

Whilst it is preferable to have one company partner to supply all broadcast services detailed above 

together with all online services below – consideration will still be given to companies offering broadcast 

only or online services only quotations, if it fulfils the requirements of this tender and is in the interests 

of a successful event. 

 

 

4.6 OUTLINE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ONLINE BROADCAST 

OF THE 2018 WORLD TAEKWONDO GRAND PRIX 

 

The key objectives for an online broadcast partner are to offer the following core online services:  

 

➢ Deliver a quality live streaming service of all 3 ground level competition areas, 

covering all matches on all courts for the full duration of the 3-day event. 

 

➢ Deliver a user friendly interactive web and social media platform that informs, 

educates and engages audiences 
 

 

4.6.1 Live streaming of all competition areas 
 

The broadcast provider is required to supply, install and manage a live web streaming facility service for 

the entire duration of the competition across all competition areas. 
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 The service should provide the following key facilities: 

 

  - Quality Imagery using high specification cameras (not handheld camcorders) 

  - Cover 3 competition courts on all days 

  - Integration of on screen scoring graphics 

  -   On each court the requirement is for a high-quality stream from one camera with a     

       feed taken from the electronic scoreboard software output going to the TV’s, so  

    that viewers can follow the match score in real time. In other words – a scoreboard   

    graphic should be embedded into the corner of the web picture. 

     Other IT solutions to achieve this on-screen facility would be considered. 

 

- Online viewers should have the ability to switch between courts and follow the 

results and upcoming matches 

 

4.6.2 Interactive web and social media platform 

 

We require web and social media platforms to show the live footage and information to online 

audiences.  

This could be in the form of a You Tube / website platform and social media video streaming site. 

Within this offer, viewers must be able to see an overview of the event, who is fighting at any given 

time, view draw sheets, schedules and updates and select courts to watch live. 

 

 If this platform is designed effectively, it can also be used as a results and information distribution 

service for media and press, both online and via the information screens mentioned earlier in this 

tender document. 

 

Note: Any formatting should replicate the look and feel of the main event. 

 

The services detailed above should provide the following key facilities: 

 

❖ Live streaming access of any court at any time  

❖ Quick access to the Competition draw 

❖ Quick access to Live match schedules 

❖ Live updates of matches and match trees 

(Copies of the live draw “ trees” that update with scores and show winners progressing through 

to the next round (quarter, semi-final etc.. ) 

 

To achieve these items – a software “bridge” should been created to take match data from the 

competition management software and extract / embed the relevant data into any online  draw and 

results service graphics you provide. 

 

Tendering companies are asked to set out how they would achieve the above and describe the 

hardware, software and staff required. 

 

Capacity 

 

In previous versions of this event there has been a capacity issue around the late demand for separate 

and multiple feeds of the online content to other partners, such as World Taekwondo, which has put 

pressure on the whole delivery system. 
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This has stemmed from a desire by rights holders to have the content viewed directly from their 

website, with the aim of claiming the audience figures directly rather than via a link to a stand-alone 

site. 

Our LOC is not precious about driving audience figures through our own platform and is keen to 

avoid these capacity issues, so will work with the approved broadcast partner to come up with the 

simplest technical solution. 

 

 

4.7 Management & Distribution of Internet Service & Wi-fi Network 
 

Experience from previous events has shown us that integrated service providers are key to a successful,  

incident free event, especially in the areas of IT, networks and internet communication. 

As the appointed online broadcast partner is tasked with the responsibility for onward distribution of 

online content, we are asking tendering companies to provide the networking and IT installation and 

management for this event, to ensure a good connected end to end delivery and troubleshooting 

service. 

 

The appointed broadcast partner will be required to provide, install, manage and distribute the  

following IT services: 

 

❖ A dedicated network technician – on site at the very start of the production load in/ build to 

ensure first fix and installation of primary cables is done in the most efficient manner without 

interrupting other contractors or creating duplicate / additional work. 

The technician, or shift change, should remain on site throughout the build phase and be on  

standby throughout the live event to troubleshoot. 

 

World Taekwondo have mandated and recommended that that following items are necessary as a 

minimum, to ensure a good and safe quality network. The appointed broadcast and IT partner will be 

expected to work with the World Taekwondo IT manager and the LOC competition manager to 

implement these protocols or mutually agreed alternatives. 

 

❖ The following is a guide but not exhaustive list: 

(Detailed reference documents are Appendix 4, Slide 6 & World Taekwondo IT manual -available 

on request) 

 

- 2 Switches Gigabyte 24 ports (1 main and 1 back-up) 

- 1 Switch Gigabyte 5 ports per court control table + 1 switch Gigabyte 5 port for the call area 

- 4 Lan cables category 6 of 2m per court control tables 

- 200m to 400m Lan cable coil category 6 to link the Operation table, the TA tables and the 

functional areas with RTDS 

 

❖ The Network settings should be as follows: 

- Internal network without router 

- Fixed IP address assigned to each computer connected 

- Internet line 30Mb/s 
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Example network system 2017 World Taekwondo Championships Muju 

(Note – the Manchester 2018 event has 3 courts – this example shows 5) 
 

 
 

 

 

❖ An internet service should be provided to the following functional areas: 

 

On Field of Play  

- On venue results (OVR) -> 30Mbp/s symmetric, connected to the competition network. 

- Competition Management Tribune (LOC & WT) -> 50Mbp/s using Lan cable & WIFI 

- Media tribunes -> 30Mbp/s using Lan cable &/or WIFI 

 

Not on Field of Play (in wider venue locations) 

- Media Centre -> 50Mbp/s symmetric by Lan cable & WIFI 

- Accreditation Centre -> 50Mbp/s symmetric by Lan cable 

 

Any LOC WIFI passwords should be communicated only to the Competition Manager who will decide 

who has access to all functional area networks. 

The competition manager will devise a protocol for this function 
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Other services 

 

❖ Whilst planning and delivering the above internet facilities, the online broadcast streaming 

service requirement should be factored and protected. 

 

❖ To maximise the audience engagement and immersion in the event via social media and the event 

App, the broadcasting IT partner should ensure a public wi-fi facility is in place within the venue, 

ensuring that it does not impact on the functional capacity of core competition services 

mentioned above and the scoring equipment detailed below. 

 

Venue Capacity 

 

This venue does have some internet facility and capacity. 

As part of this tender, broadcast & IT companies are required to enquire and understand this capacity 

and if suitable, with sufficient bandwidth, take this incoming capacity, sub divide (upload and 

download) and distribute to the functional and customer groups highlighted above. 

 

If the venue capacity does not meet the required standards, tendering companies must highlight this 

as part of any submission and give an approximate cost for an uplift solution.  

 

❖ Scoring Equipment (PSS) 

 

Any WIFI within the building operating at 2.4Ghz that covers the field of play area needs to respect 

some sport specific requirements, and broadcast IT partners should factor the advance consultation 

work needed with World Taekwondo IT manager and the venue and the on-site implementation of 

the below into any quotation. 

 

The competition scoring equipment (PSS) system also uses wireless communication at 2.4Ghz. 

At some venues, the Wi-fi channels “modulate” or jump around automatically to manage the capacity 

across the wi-fi / node network. 

This also happens and depends on the weight of traffic in certain areas. 

The result, sometimes, especially when the venue is busy, is that this can disrupt the communication of 

the scoring equipment. 

 

The solution, applied many times throughout the world, is to ensure that the venue wi-fi is fixed into a 

manual setting which prevents this channel jumping taking place within the affected areas (Field of 

Play) and ringfencing channels so that a set number are dedicated to the scoring equipment. 

 

For example, and using the diagram below, this could be ring-fenced channels 1 to 3 (one channel per 

competition area / set of scoring equipment) 

 

 

The network technician should block any WIFI router using these channels. The internet 

using WIFI will be only the channels 1 to 6. 

 

The venue has some internet capacity and wi-fi distribution facility. 

 

 

 
A full quotation for all the above services including breakdown is requested. 
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5. WORLD TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIPS 2019 

 

5.1 World Taekwondo Championships Background 

 

A World Taekwondo Championships, held every 2 years, is the pinnacle career event for all Taekwondo 

athletes and a major milestone for qualification towards the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games. 

 

This is the first time Great Britain has ever hosted the event, which not only brings teams from over 200 

countries, but includes hundreds of delegates and VIP’s attending international congress events and 

meetings across a 2-week period. 

 

The most recent World Championships were held as follows: 

 

2017 MUJU  SOUTH KOREA 

2015 CHELYABINSK RUSSIA 

2013 PUEBLA  MEXICO 

 

5.2 Core Event Format 

 

Competing Athletes:  Based on previous events, we anticipate approximately 1000 athletes  

in 2019, taking part, across a range of senior male and female divisions over 5 

days of competition. 

 

Categories:   There are 8 Male Weight Categories and 8 Female Weight Categories 

 

    Male - 54 kg   Female  - 46 kg 

    Male - 58 kg   Female  - 49 kg 

    Male  - 63 kg   Female  - 53 kg 

    Male - 68 kg   Female  - 57 kg 

    Male - 74 kg   Female  - 62 kg 

    Male  - 80 kg   Female  - 67 kg 

    Male - 87 kg   Female  - 73 kg 

Male    + 87 kg   Female             + 73 kg 

5.3 Competition Schedule:              

           (Appendix 3 – Draft Top Line Production Schedule) 

 

This event will take place from 15 to 19 May 2019 and will be staged at the Manchester Arena, 

Hunts Bank, Manchester M3 1AR 

 

 The competition schedule is yet to be 100% confirmed but will broadly be as follows; 

 

Day 1 (15th May 2019) 

Preliminary matches session on 7 competition courts    9:00am - 12:00pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   1.00pm -  4.00pm 

Evening show of 6 semi-finals & 3 Finals on 1 court   5:00pm –  7:15pm 

Medal Presentations       7.15pm – 7.30pm 

Opening Ceremony       7.30pm – 8.30pm 
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Day 2 (16th May 2019) 

Preliminary matches session on 7 competition courts    9:00am - 12:30pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   1.30pm -  5.00pm 

Evening show of 6 semi-finals & 3 Finals on 1 court   6:30pm –  8.45pm 

Medal Presentations       8.45pm – 9.00pm 

 

Day 3 (17th May 2019) 

Preliminary matches session on 7 competition courts    9:00am - 12:30pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   1.30pm -  5.00pm 

Evening show of 6 semi-finals & 3 Finals on 1 court   6:30pm –  8.45pm 

Medal Presentations       8.45pm – 9.00pm 

 

Day 4 (18th May 2019) 

Preliminary matches session on 7 competition courts    9:00am - 12:30pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   1.30pm -  5.00pm 

Evening show of 8 semi-finals & 4 Finals on 1 court   6:00pm –  9.00pm 

Medal Presentations       9.00pm – 9.30pm 

 

Day 5 (19th May 2019) 

Preliminary matches session on 7 competition courts    9:00am - 11:30pm 

Further prelims and quarter final session on 3 courts   12.30pm - 3.00pm 

Evening show of 6 semi-finals & 3 Finals on 1 court   4:00pm –  6:30pm 

Medal Presentations       6.30pm – 7.00pm 

Closing Ceremony       7.00pm – 8.00pm 

 

 

Build Schedule: 

 

Monday 13th May       02:00  Production installation starts 

     (Access time to coordinate with load out of preceding event).  

- Installation continues until completion    

- Round the clock access is possible if event build requires 

(please consider and specify in quote) 

        09:00 – 17:00 -     Overlay of Sport Specific IT 

 

Tuesday 14th May       00:00 – 23:59 Production installation to completion 

         14:00 – 19:00    Testing and rehearsals 

           00:00 – 05:00 Completion of fit out, look and feel 

-  Round the clock access is again possible if remaining 

event build requires it please specify) 

 

15th – 19th May     Live event 

Sunday 19th May         20:00  Partial strip down 

Monday 20th May   Completion of strip down and load out  
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5.4 Top Line Broadcast & Online Services Requirements  

 

Stakeholders would like to appoint a dynamic broadcast partner that will develop the learnings from 

the earlier Grand Prix and proposes exciting and engaging ideas to enhance our core specification. 

 

In line with the Vision & Mission of the event - the core ambition for this event is to both inform and 

entertain the audience, and deliver an integrated and polished presentation plan for the live TV 

broadcast each evening. 

  

As part of your overview proposal and any summary, we do welcome other different and 

inspirational ideas to present our sport. 

 

This event has two very different operational phases. 

 

Phase 1 

A World Championships is primarily a large participation event. 

 

During the “daytime” phase, all preliminary and quarter final rounds will take place across seven 

competition areas in constant use throughout the day as athletes go through the knockout phases. 

There will be no TV broadcasting during these rounds.  

However, all matches on all courts will be live streamed. 

As illustrated in the arena mock up (Appendix 4 Slides 1 & 2) six of these courts are planned to be 

based at ground level, separated by an elevated catwalk style access runway. 

A further, elevated seventh “show court” at the end of the catwalk will complete the FOP layout at the 

far end of the arena. 

The main house lights will be on and used throughout these sessions. 

 

An engaging online offer will be required to showcase these sessions, ensuring brilliant basics and 

allowing audiences to navigate the event in a simple user-friendly manner. 

 

Phase 2 

The daily evening show for the World Championship event will only use the elevated main show court.  

As illustrated in the venue FOP plan & mock up’s (Appendix 4 Slide 1 & 3), a unique venue re-

configuration concept has been floated, budget permitting, using a temporary drop-down drape line 

(on motorized winches) that segments the arena to create a smaller amphitheatre setup around the 

show court stage. 

The elevated show court and the adjoining platforms will serve as the stage for all TV content, semi-

final and final matches, medal presentations, opening and closing ceremonies, entertainment 

/exhibitions and general focal point of the event for in-venue audiences. 

Phase 2 activity will be broadcast live via Satellite around the World and to a domestic broadcast 

audience. 

This will take place as a “dark” venue production with the use of box truss mounted light and sound 

assets, creating focal points, for broadcast to capture, of athlete entrances, walk in’s, match 

introductions and ongoing atmosphere enhancements. 

 

It is a specific requirement that a full second by second presentation plan is drawn up by the sports 

presentation team with input from the host broadcast provider, integrating any in venue presentation 

with on screen and in venue content across all commentary teams, in a scripted, joined up approach. 
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6. OUTLINE OF BROADCAST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE 2019 WORLD               

    TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 
Referencing the event vision & mission, Broadcast companies are invited to propose and quote 

for the delivery of the following core services: 

 

 

➢ Live broadcast of 5 evening finals shows to a terrestrial network (BBC Red 

Button or similar domestic platform) 

 

➢ Live international broadcast of the finals shows via Satellite service  

 

➢ Filming and post production of all news feeds & highlight packages 

 

➢ Venue presentation integration 

 

➢ In-venue content distribution 

 

➢ Live streaming services 

 

➢ LOC & public internet facility  

 

 

6.1 Live broadcast of 5 evening finals shows 

  

Working with you and our sports presentation partners, the aim is to create a nightly showcase event 

that educates and entertains audiences and that appeals to live broadcast outlets both domestically 

and internationally. 

 

This show format will be based around the semi-final and finals matches as well as the medal 

presentations each evening, and should be broadcast at the following times: 

 

Wednesday 15th May 5pm – 8:30pm (including Opening Ceremony) 

Thursday 16th May 6:30pm – 9pm 

Friday 17th May  6:30pm – 9pm 

Saturday 18th October 6pm – 9:30pm 

Sunday 21st October 4pm – 8:00pm (including Closing Ceremony) 

 

 

Each show will feature a 3-minute opening sequence containing opening credits, city profile, graphics 

content, comms team and athlete intro’s, before going directly into the first match. 

(World Taekwondo will provide the opening credits piece and replay wipe but the broadcast 

partner will be required to create all other content) 
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We are currently in discussions with the BBC and other domestic broadcasters to screen this event. The 

appointed host broadcaster is expected to work closely with domestic network personnel to ensure they 

receive the highest quality service and secure feed(s) either via satellite or other agreed supply route. 

 

Tendering companies must also confirm that sufficient supporting technical equipment and staff are 

included within the overall quote to ensure a top-quality service. 

 

This suggested equipment list is not exhaustive but should include, within an OB quotation, all: 

 

❖ Production desks for live TV and instant action replay 

❖ Editing Machines for highlights packages 

❖ Mixing desks and cabling to connect to competition software 

❖ Mixing desks to manage content feeds from results and live screens 

❖ Producer(s) to generate and distribute content as specified below. 

❖ All staff and support crew needed to fulfil this tender. 

 

6.1.1      Camera provision & positions                                                    

 (Appendix 4 – Slide 4) 

 

World Taekwondo are the intellectual property and international rights holder of this event. 

They liaise with local hosts via their broadcast department and through the implementation of various 

technical manuals. The appointed broadcast partner will be expected to work closely with World 

Taekwondo and the LOC to deliver a service acceptable to both stakeholders. 

 

To capture the visual content of this event, World Taekwondo have laid down a minimum camera 

requirement, and any quote must include the following provisions as standard: 

(Broadcast partners are welcome to suggest enhancements of this core provision if felt necessary) 

 

Camera 1 - Main Camera (hard type) – Seating block position 108/109 (Centre Line) 

Camera 2 - Secondary Camera  – Lower Centre line – hyper super (x6) slow mo 

Camera 3 - Fixed position tripod - hyper slow mo – (minimum x6) 

Camera 4 - Fixed position tripod (hard type) 

Camera 5 - Handheld unit 

Camera 6 - Handheld unit  

Camera 7 - Overhead* – Controllable (Zoom & rotates)  

(or Jimmy Jib if better / cost effective) 

Camera 8 - Fixed position tripod (hard type) 

Camera 9 - Beauty Shot 

Camera 10 - Reverse angle (through hole in drape on small temporary tower) at 2.5m 

 

Some ground level cameras should be elevated on discreet platforms, to heights and camera sight line 

levels agreed by the LOC and World Taekwondo. 

Any quote should include the supply and installation of camera towers / platforms 

 

Consideration of spectator views must be factored when working up any platform plan. 

 

*Broadcast partners are expected to work with the production partner to attach any cameras to pre-

planned drape and lighting rig trusses. Broadcast partners are not expected to install additional truss. 
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In addition to the above, broadcast partners are required to provide the following: 

 

❖ 1 handheld TV camera unit (for pre-show content gathering and post-match interviews)  

 

❖ Within our World Taekwondo obligations, broadcast partners are required to provide, for the   

daily evening shows a programme out / dirty feed to the IVR (instant video replay) service 

located on the main court control table. 

 

❖ To support performance analysis, broadcast partners are also required to provide a feed from 

each court’s main camera to the performance analysis room. This room may be located under 

the main stands in the back of house area or in one of the hospitality boxes located on the first 

tier. (This request does not require additional cameras and uses units described further in the 

streaming service section below) 

 

❖ To encourage attendance and support for international media, World Taekwondo require the 

Host Broadcaster to submit a “Broadcast Service Rate Card” for commentary position, ISDN, 

camera platforms etc. 

The appointed broadcast partner will be expected to do this approx. 2 months before the event 

and supply this information to World Taekwondo for distribution. 

 

❖ World Taekwondo mandate that after each televised match, video (FILE) in HD (PAL or NTSC 

with format TBD) of both the clean and dirty feeds (feed with graphics) must be given to them. 

The master files should be recorded onto 2 new SSD hard disks, with the same audio 

configuration as the live feed. 

These should be compressed with ProRes 422 and recorded as .MOV files. 

The appointed broadcast partner will be required to provide this service within you quote. 

 

 

6.1.2         Audio 

 

World Taekwondo mandate the following configuration on the live feed for Master Recordings: 

 

❖ 4 Embedded Channels (-20 dBfs) 

Channel 1 – International Sound Stereo Left 

Channel 2 – International Sound Stereo Right 

Channel 3 – International Sound Mono 

Channel 4 – English Commentary Mix Mono 

 

Tendering Companies should ensure their submissions follow and include this protocol. 

 

6.1.3         Commentary 

 

World Taekwondo will appoint and provide a lead English Commentator for the evening TV shows. 

The BBC have also in the past appointed a co-commentator / pundit. 

Broadcast partners are required to provide commentary positions and all technical equipment needed 

for these roles including screens, headsets, lip microphones and talkback facilities. 
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6.1.4         Graphics 

 

The successful broadcast partner may be required to generate the on-screen graphics for these TV show 

matches based on World Taekwondo imagery guidelines. 

This service would also need to incorporate the live match time, score and penalty data, sourced via a 

software bridge with the competition management system that broadcast partners will need to design 

and test. 

 

Note:  World Taekwondo are developing their own TVG (TV Graphics) service and this may be available 

for this event. Therefore, bidding broadcast partners are asked to show the cost of providing this 

element separately within this quote in case it is not needed. 

 

Note: 

The software bridge with the scoring system will still be needed regardless, for the live streaming service 

detailed further in this tender. 

                                               

6.2 Live broadcast via Satellite 

 

As part of our international host agreements, the event is committed to supply live images and 

commentary of the daily evening shows via satellite to countries and overseas broadcast outlets.  

World Taekwondo will book and facilitate access to a Eutelsat Satellite. 

 

The broadcast provider is required to provide a quotation, as part of this tender, for an SNG service 

based upon transmission of the 5 days of evening shows, totalling approximately 16 live hours (plus any 

signal acquisition and test time ahead of the scheduled live time (this is usually approx. 30 minutes 

before on each session), up to a European satellite service, including the: 

 

The basic Parameters / requirements are: 

KU Band, DVBS-2 8PSK, HD1080i, MPEG 4 4:2:0, 1 + 1 full redundancy 

 

Bidding companies should include all costs associated with providing this service within their quotation. 

 

Note:    

If no international outlets wish to take a feed from the OBU, this service may not be required. (This is 

highly unlikely as over 100 countries took the feed in previous events) 

-    Please specify a cut-off date when no penalty charges will be incurred if it is not required.   

-    Please list what the penalty cost schedule would be in all cases. 

 

If additional international broadcast rights are secured, there may be a requirement to satellite 

broadcast other sessions of the event, therefore, within your tender please specify an additional hourly 

rate for this service option. 
 

6.3   Filming and post production of news feeds & highlights packages. 

 

The appointed company is required to film, edit and produce: 

- a fully complete daily news feed (approx. 3 – 4 minutes) per each competition day 

- an overall event highlight feed of 26 minutes based around (but not exclusively) the semi-

finals, finals, and medal awarding ceremony, at the end of the competition.  
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Both must be “broadcast ready” and in the correct format for television. 

Both following the editing guidelines below. 

 

Daily News Feed 

- PGM dirty feed (feed with graphics). 

- Follow the flow of the competition of the day (e.g. Semi-final 1, Semi-final 2, ….., Final 1, Final 2, …..,    

   Awarding 1, ….., Awarding 4 

- Include opening and closing credits (Start with the moment having “Match ID” and finish with  

   “Result” 

- About 30 seconds per each Semi-final, about 1 minute per Final, 10 to 15 seconds per awarding. 

- Zoom ins and/or slow motion/super slow motion replays on critical points  

- Round up’s and clips of earlier key matches.  

- Data and scene setting introductions to featured matches  

- Crowd and atmosphere sampling (using event compare if needed)  

- Log sheet -recording key moments of the news feed 

- News Log Sheet  

- Medal winner interviews (Gold medallists first) to be edited a+++s a separate file. 

The news feed should be produced within 30 minutes of the end of the last match awarding 

ceremony each day, and should be uploaded via Wetransfer  

 

(Example of News Feed) 
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Highlights 

 

Event Highlights should be a is a mixture of news feed and medal ceremony highlights and use more 

from replays and slow-mo footage, compared with the news feed.  

 

The content for each show should include as standard: 

 

- PGM dirty feed (feed with graphics) and slow-mo for the important shots and critical moments 

- Following the flow of competition: Semi-final 1, …., Final 1, …., Awarding 1… 

- Approximately one (1) minute for each Final and 30 seconds for each semi-final 

- Include opening and closing credits (Start with the moment having “Match ID” and finish with 

“Result” 

- About 30 seconds per Semi-final, about one (1) minute per Final, 10 to 15 seconds per awarding 

- Expert commentary and pundit contributions  

- Round up’s and clips of earlier key matches.  

- Data and scene setting introductions to featured matches  

- Medal awarding ceremony  

- Crowd and atmosphere sampling (using event compare if needed) 

- Athletes Interviews 

 

The event highlights should be produced within 1 hour of the end of the last match awarding 

ceremony of the last day, and be shared with the LOC and World Taekwondo in a digital format 

and / or uploaded onto a designated ftp site. 

 

There may also be a requirement to produce up to two 48-minute highlight shows of the full event, 

should the LOC secure a domestic commercial network. 

(These packages could be created to allow commercial broadcasters to put out one-hour shows 

including any adverts and must be provided within 1 week of the event). 

Whilst this service may not be required, tendering companies should factor this requirement into any 

quote and this could be deducted once confirmed / declined. 

 

Your tender must include all costs associated with the production and delivery of the above, including 

staff, hardware, software, any tape stock and delivery methods. (EG: FTP) 

 

We are also interested in hearing proposals of further ways in which you can enhance any 

highlights packages.  
(Please give examples of similar work you have done in this area.) 

 

6.4 Venue presentation integration 

 

The Sports Presentation within the venue is designed to give spectators and participants a memorable 

and informative experience by creating atmosphere, excitement and urgency at key times.  

 

The appointed sports presentation provider will create a fully scripted presentation plan that will detail, 

second by second, what is taking place inside the venue. 
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It is a stakeholder ambition to fully integrate the host broadcaster and sports presentation teams 

to achieve the following outcomes: 

 

• Live to camera set pieces by a presenter (shown to the viewers on TV and via screens within 

the venue - A clean & direct audio feed must be used) 

• Scripted queues where venue presenter is mute and broadcast commentary team deliver 

content. (To avoid excessive and distracting background noise) 

• Live VOG (voice of god) pieces by a presenter (heard by viewers on TV and via speakers 

within the venue - A clean & direct audio feed must be used) 

• Scripted sections where a presenter delivers, to camera, updates, athlete features and 

interviews (shown to the viewers on TV and via screens within the venue). A clean & direct 

audio feed must be used. 

• Scripted sections where live TV audiences are shown pre-recorded VT content at the same 

time as in venue audiences are watching them on screens. 

(Music & video copyright issues must be researched and agreed before any VT goes out) 

• Clear “junction” demarcation lines for in venue presenters and broadcast commentary team 

content – so everyone knows their cue. (So that voice over voice feedback is avoided). 

• Clear scripted junction points where in venue presentation and broadcast diverge (maybe 

when loud music is played or in venue content is taking place at which point the TV 

broadcast shows beauty shot imagery with low ambient sound whilst broadcast commentary 

introductions take place for example). 

 

It is a stakeholder ambition to create a daily show where there is no “dead” time or disjointed 

presentation in between matches (where little is happening inside the venue or visible on TV screens). 

 

Bidding broadcast partners are asked to demonstrate how they would achieve the above and give 

examples of previous successful events. 

6.5 In-Venue content distribution 

 

The appointed Broadcast provider will have the responsibility to mix and distribute live imagery and 

sound, match data and live scores throughout the venue, via jumbo or LED screens and TV’s located in 

key functional areas across the entire 5 days of the event. (Not just the evening shows) 

 

To achieve this, bidding partners must ensure any quote includes all distribution equipment and 

sufficient staff to provide the services detailed in this section below. 

 

You will be required to design and deliver a software bridge between the competition management 

system and your graphics software to extract the relevant information about live scoring, results and 

draw positions, and present this information in a concise form within the TV graphics packages. 

 

You will also be required to distribute visual outputs coming directly from the competition management 

software such as upcoming matches, athlete statistics and other useful audience and participant 

information from time to time as described in further detail below. 

 

6.5.1        Presentation hardware (supplied by the Production company) 

 

The production and presentation company will supply, install and cable a number of projection 

screens and/or LED boards within the main arena. 

Broadcast partners will be required to feed and manage these screens with content via mixing desks. 

(Desks to be supplied by broadcast partner) 
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Proposed screens in venue: 

 

Large projection screen  (Appendix 4 – Slide 1 & 2) 

 

- approx. 7-metre-wide x 4.5 metre high  

- mounted on the main presentation drape line 1. 

- fed by 15000 Lumens projectors     

 

 LED board                      (Appendix 4 – Slide 1 & 3) 

 

- 7-metre-wide x 2 metre high  

- mounted on the evening sessions main presentation drape 2   

  

The presentation concept is for the main drape line 2 and attached screens/ boards, to be winched 

above the field of play during the daytime preliminary sessions and lowered into position for the 

evening shows. 

Regardless, both screens / boards will need to show a mixture of live action, IVR (video replays), pre-

packaged videos, sponsor images, match updates and upcoming match data. 

All are designed to keep the audience informed of activity and entertained. 

 

In addition, at certain times, both boards may also be required to show the same content, so a cabling, 

desk and switching mechanism must be agreed between the production and broadcast providers. 

The broadcast partner will be required to manage and distribute these events in a live environment 

and should supply sufficient mixing and distribution desks, and staff for these services. 

 

 

6.5.2         Information screens  

                              (Appendix 4 – Slide 5) 

 

There is an additional competition requirement to provide information to screens in different 

functional areas around the field of play and out to spaces in the wider venue. 

 

The event will supply these screens – which are VGA or HDMI connectable Samsung TV’s and smaller 

monitors with HDMI input. 

 

The broadcast provider will be required to manage the distribution of the following visual outputs for 

up to 25 screens spread across different locations in the wider venue. The broadcast partner is also 

expected to install and cable these screens back to the broadcast provider control or signal generation 

point on the main tribunes located on the field of play. 

 

The larger TV screens are:  

- 40-inch screens 

- all mounted-on table stands 

- spread in 7 groups of 2 or 3 across the venue 

(7 screens on or around the FOP / 11 screens approx. in other rooms and locations) 

 

There are 3 types of output / content on these screens – as follows: 

❖ Screen 1  - Upcoming matches 

  (via a feed coming directly from central competition laptop) 

❖ Screen 2  - Results and match updates 
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  (data coming to you from competition system but inserted 

  into your graphics and presented and rotated by you) 

❖ Screen 3  - Live action content with embedded live scoring graphics  

  (normally content from main court camera) 

 

The screens should be in operation from 8:30am on each competition day and be displaying information 

in live / real time. These screens should be checked regularly by the host broadcaster to ensure there 

are no technical faults or outages. 

 

Note: During the daytime, no live TV broadcast sessions, Screen 3 should always show the live imagery from the 

central show court via the camera providing the web streaming as a default.  At all other times, it should show the 

evening show output (same as what goes out to TV audiences). 

 

Group 1 – Media Centre – located under stands (up to 100 metres away from distribution) 

 Group 2 – VIP Lounge – located in a bar area within the venue complex (up to 200m away) 

Group 3 - Athlete area – located in the main hall (directly behind drape 1) 

Group 4 – Public Concourse – located on the upper concourse / entrances (up to 200m away) 

                         Group 5 – Media – located on the Media tribunes (Decked area up to 10 metres away) 

                         Group 6 – WT   – located on the World Taekwondo tribunes (Decked area up to 10 metres away) 

Group 7 – Training Centre – located on the upper concourse / entrances (up to 200m away) 

 

In summary, a broadcast partner in cooperation with the competition management system 

provider is required to design and deliver a visual output that allows viewers, the media and 

venue audiences to follow the competition and athletes’ progression through early stages to 

finals in a simple and well-presented way. 

     

6.5.3      Cable distribution 

(Appendix 4 – Slide 6) 

 

In previous events, it has proved practical and cost effective for our broadcast partner to supply and 

install a small number of IT/IP cables from the on-venue results (OVR) service located on the main 

event tribune, to each competition area on the main competition floor, as laid out in Appendix 4 

attached. 

Within this tender, tendering companies should include this service. 

 

  

6.5.4      Earpieces 

 

For the evening show’s (and possibly other VIP presentations within the venue), we may require 

approx. 50 earpieces that give access to the live commentary. 

 

We would also consider exploring the option of hiring / selling earpieces to the public for a fee and 

would be very interested in the feasibility and cost of providing this type of service. 

 

Tendering companies are asked to detail the cost of these services as a separate item within their 

quote. 

 

 

A full quotation for all the above services including breakdown is requested. 
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Tender notes 

Whilst it is preferable to have one company partner to supply all broadcast services detailed above 

together with all online services below – consideration will still be given to companies offering broadcast 

only or online services only quotations, if it fulfils the requirements of this tender and is in the interests 

of a successful event. 

 

6.6 OUTLINE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ONLINE BROADCAST 

OF THE 2019 WORLD TAEKWONDO CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 

The key objectives for an online broadcast partner are to offer the following core online services:  

 

➢ Deliver a quality live streaming service of all 7 competition areas, covering all 

matches on all courts for the full duration of the 5-day event. 

 

➢ Deliver a user friendly interactive web and social media platform that informs, 

educates and engages audiences 
 

 

6.6.1 Live streaming of all competition areas 
 

The broadcast provider is required to supply, install and manage a live streaming facility service for 

the entire duration of the competition across all competition areas. 

   

 The service should provide the following key facilities: 

 

  - Quality Imagery using high specification cameras (not handheld camcorders) 

  - Cover 7 competition courts on all days 

  - Integration of on screen scoring graphics 

  -   On each court the requirement is for a high-quality stream from one camera with a     

       feed taken from the electronic scoreboard software output going to the TV’s, so  

    that viewers can follow the match score in real time. In other words – a scoreboard   

    graphic should be embedded into the corner of the web picture. 

     Other IT solutions to achieve this on-screen facility would be considered. 

- Online viewers should have the ability to switch between courts and follow the 

results and upcoming matches. 

 

6.6.2 Interactive web and social media platform 

 

We require web and social media platforms to show the live footage and information to online 

audiences.  

This could be in the form of a You Tube / website platform and social media video streaming site. 

Within this offer, viewers must be able to see an overview of the event, who is fighting at any given 

time, view draw sheets, schedules and updates and select courts to watch live. 

 

 If this platform is designed effectively, it can also be used as a results and information distribution 

service for media and press, both online and via the information screens mentioned earlier in this 

tender document. 

 

Note: Any formatting should replicate the look and feel of the main event. 
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The services detailed above should provide the following key facilities: 

 

❖ Live streaming access of any court at any time  

❖ Quick access to the Competition draw 

❖ Quick access to Live match schedules 

❖ Live updates of matches and match trees 

(Copies of the live draw “ trees” that update with scores and show winners progressing through 

to the next round (quarter, semi-final etc.. ) 

 

To achieve these items – a software “bridge” should been created to take match data from the 

competition management software and extract / embed the relevant data into any online  draw and 

results service graphics you provide. 

 

Tendering companies are asked to set out how they would achieve the above and describe the 

hardware, software and staff required. 

 

Capacity 

 

In other Taekwondo events there has sometimes been a capacity issue around the (late) demand for 

separate and multiple feeds of the online content to other partners, such as World Taekwondo, which 

has put pressure on the whole delivery system. 

This has stemmed from a desire by rights holders to have the content viewed directly from their 

website, with the aim of claiming the audience figures directly rather than via a link to a stand-alone 

site. 

Our LOC is not precious about driving audience figures through our own platform and is keen to 

avoid these capacity issues, so will work with the approved broadcast partner to come up with the 

simplest technical solution. 

 

6.7 Management & Distribution of Internet Services & Wi-fi Network 
 

Experience from previous events has shown us that integrated service providers are key to a successful,  

incident free event, especially in the areas of IT, networks and internet communication. 

As the appointed online broadcast partner is tasked with the responsibility for onward distribution of 

online content, we are asking tendering companies to provide the networking and IT installation and 

management for this event, to ensure a good connected end to end delivery and troubleshooting 

service. 

 

The appointed broadcast partner will be required to provide, install, manage and distribute the  

following IT services: 

 

❖ A dedicated network technician – on site at the very start of the production load in/ build to 

ensure first fix and installation of primary cables is done in the most efficient manner without 

interrupting other contractors or creating duplicate / additional work. 

The technician, or shift change, should remain on site throughout the build phase and be on  

standby throughout the live event to troubleshoot. 

 

World Taekwondo have mandated and recommended that that following items are necessary as a 

minimum, to ensure a good and safe quality network. The appointed broadcast and IT partner will be 

expected to work with the World Taekwondo IT manager and the LOC competition manager to 

implement these protocols or mutually agreed alternatives. 
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❖ The following is a guide but not exhaustive list:  

(Detailed reference documents are Appendix 4 Slide 6 & World Taekwondo IT manual -available 

on request) 

 

- 2 Switches Gigabyte 24 ports (1 main and 1 back-up) 

- 1 Switch Gigabyte 5 ports per court control table + 1 switch Gigabyte 5 port for the call area 

- 4 Lan cables category 6 of 2m per court control tables 

- 200m to 400m Lan cable coil category 6 to link the Operation table, the TA tables and the 

functional areas with RTDS 

 

❖ The Network settings should be as follows: 

- Internal network without router 

- Fixed IP address assigned to each computer connected 

- Internet line 30Mb/s 

 

Example network system 2017 World Taekwondo Championships Muju 

(Note – the Manchester 2019 event has 7 courts) 
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❖ An internet service should be provided to the following functional areas: 

 

On Field of Play  

- On venue results (OVR) -> 30Mbp/s symmetric, connected to the competition network. 

- Competition Management Tribune (LOC & WT) -> 50Mbp/s using Lan cable & WIFI 

- Media tribunes -> 30Mbp/s using Lan cable or WIFI 

 

Not on Field of Play (in wider venue locations) 

- Media Centre -> 50Mbp/s symmetric by Lan cable & WIFI 

- Accreditation Centre -> 50Mbp/s symmetric by Lan cable 

 

Any LOC WIFI passwords should be communicated only to the Competition Manager who will decide 

who has access to all functional area networks. 

The competition manager will devise a protocol for this function 

 

Other services 

 

❖ Whilst planning and delivering the above internet facilities, the online broadcast streaming service 

requirement should be factored and protected. 

❖ To maximise the audience engagement and immersion in the event via social media and the event 

App, the broadcasting IT partner should ensure a public wi-fi facility is in place within the venue, 

ensuring that it does not impact on the functional capacity of core competition services 

mentioned above and the scoring equipment detailed below. 

 

Venue Capacity 

 

This venue does have some internet facility and capacity. 

As part of this tender, broadcast & IT companies are required to enquire and understand this capacity 

and if suitable, with sufficient bandwidth, take this incoming capacity and sub divide (upload and 

download) for the functional and customer groups highlighted above. 

 

If the venue capacity does not meet the required standards, tendering companies must highlight this 

as part of any submission and give an approximate cost for a uplift solution.  

 

 

❖ Scoring Equipment (PSS) 

 

Any WIFI within the building operating at 2.4Ghz that covers the field of play area needs to respect 

some sport specific requirements, and broadcast IT partners should factor the advance consultation 

work needed with World Taekwondo IT manager and the venue and the on-site implementation of 

the below into any quotation. 

 

 

The competition scoring equipment (PSS) system also uses wireless communication at 2.4Ghz 

 

At some venues, the Wi-fi channels “modulate” or jump around automatically to manage the capacity 

across the wi-fi / node network. 

This also happens and depends on the weight of traffic in certain areas. 

 

The result, sometimes, especially when the venue is busy, is that this can disrupt the communication of 

the scoring equipment. 
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The solution, applied many times throughout the world, is to ensure that the venue wi-fi is fixed into a 

manual setting which prevents this channel jumping taking place within the affected areas (Field of 

Play) and ringfencing channels so that a set number are dedicated to the scoring equipment. 

 

For example, and using the diagram below, this could be ring-fenced channels 1 to 7 (one channel per 

competition area / set of scoring equipment) 

  

 

 

The network technician should block any WIFI router using these channels. The internet 

using WIFI will be only the channels 1 to 6. 

 

The venue has some internet capacity and wi-fi distribution facility. 

 

 

 

 

 

A full quotation for all the above services including breakdown is requested. 
 

Tender notes 

• To assist our tender and budget evaluation, please quote for the above World Championship 

event separately (however, the contract for this event and the 2018 World Taekwondo Grand 

Prix will preferably go to the single partner, if appropriate, to ensure continuity.  

(This clause is our preferred option but stakeholders will reserve the right to conduct a review 

of the Production and Presentation company’s performance following the 2018 Grand Prix 

before committing to contract on the 2019 event.  

• Bidding candidates are asked to highlight any further discount or concessions they could offer 

if both contracts are awarded to the same company. 

 

7. CREDENTIALS 

 

The appointed company should be able to demonstrate the ability to bring significant value to events 

through innovations in broadcast production design, content generation and presentation with skills 

and expertise in the following areas:  

 

• Understanding the individual and collective needs of event partners, the event and the sport of 

Taekwondo. 

• Working in partnership with event management teams and a variety of stakeholders including 

NGBs, Manchester City Council and other public funding agencies. 

• Planning, implementation and delivery of comprehensive broadcast production and 

presentation plans. 

• Effective delivery management and demonstration of best practice. 

 

Previous experience of working with Taekwondo would be an advantage but is not essential.  
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8. CONFIDENTIALITY 

 

 All information exchanged between stakeholders and the tendering company is to be treated 

as confidential until such time as the two parties agree that it may be more widely disseminated. 

 

 

9. QUOTATION CONDITIONS 
 

             All quotations should include equipment, cabling, connections, technicians and staff. 

 All quotations should show VAT  

 All quotations should list any additional / related expenses.  

 

10. TIMESCALES AND PROCEDURES 

 

Tender documents submitted should include: 

 

• A summary on how the company intends to fulfil the brief, including a proposed top 

line Project Plan from appointment to conclusion of the event outlining all areas of 

activity. 

• Supporting evidence of relevant skills and experience in the company (e.g. list of 

relevant previous events, projects and references) that will meet the event needs.  

• CVs of staff to be employed on the project, their qualifications to carry out the work, 

individual time commitment to the project and identification of areas which they will 

be working on.  

• Detailed breakdown of all costs related to your proposal. 

 

10.1 Interested companies are requested to submit their tenders to arrive no later than 5:00pm on 

Friday 1st June 2018.  
 

Tenders should be addressed to: 

 Ian Leafe 

Head of Events 

GB Taekwondo 

National Taekwondo Centre 

Ten Acres Lane Sports Complex 

Ten Acres Lane 

Manchester 

M40 2SP 

 

Email: ian.leafe@gbtaekwondo.co.uk 

 

10.2 Stakeholders will inform all companies whether or not they are shortlisted by Wednesday 6th 

June 2018. 

 Interviews, if needed, would take place W/C 11th June 

 

10.3 The successful company will be expected to begin consultation work immediately. 

 

mailto:ian.leafe@gbtaekwondo.co.uk
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10.4 Event representatives will be available to answer any queries between now and the submission 

of your tender. 

 

10.5 Stakeholders reserve the right not to appoint any of the tenderers should it is felt that none of 

the tenderer’s sufficiently meet their requirements. 

11. TENDER TERMS & DISCLAIMERS 

 
• All queries relating to the information contained in this document or the tender process 

should be directed to Ian Leafe, Head of Events at GB Taekwondo 

(ian.leafe@gbtaekwondo.co.uk)  

• If an organisation is successful it will be required to enter into a formal agreement with 

Manchester City Council 

• All costs and expenses associated with the preparation of this proposal and the tender 

process are the responsibility of the applicant. 

• Proposals submitted outside the timescales in the tender document will not be accepted. 

• The tender documentation is an indication of stakeholder needs, it should not be seen as an 

exhaustive list of requirements. Successful applicants will be expected to work with GB 

Taekwondo and stakeholders to further define requirements and provide additional support 

as and when required. 

• All information supplied by GB Taekwondo in connection with this tender shall be treated as 

confidential by applicants, except that such information may be disclosed so far as is 

necessary for the purpose of obtaining referees and information necessary for the preparation 

and submission of the tender. 

• GB Taekwondo must be made aware of any potential conflicts of interest at the time of 

submitting a proposal. 

• By submitting the tender, GB Taekwondo will assume that the applicant has sufficient 

authority to enter into an agreement on behalf of the organisation. 

• Documentation provided by the applicant during this process will be held on file for three 

years (as evidence of the tender) and/or disposed of in a secure manner. 

• The tender is issued on the basis that nothing contained in it shall constitute an inducement 

or incentive nor shall have in any other way persuaded an applicant to submit a tender or any 

other contractual agreement. 

• GB Taekwondo reserves the right to:  

- Amend the terms and conditions of the invitation to tender process,  

- Cancel the evaluation process at any stage; and/or  

- Require the applicant to clarify its tender in writing and/or provide additional 

information. (Failure to respond adequately may result in the tender application not 

being selected or proceeding to the next stage)  

mailto:ian.leafe@gbtaekwondo.co.uk

